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TURKSTREAM GAS PIPELINE LAUNCHED 

 

On January 8, a solemn ceremony of commissioning the TurkStream gas pipeline took place in 
Istanbul (Turkey). 

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan, Russian President Vladimir Putin, Serbian President 
Aleksandar Vučić and Bulgarian Prime Minister Boyko Borisov attended the ceremony that was 
held at the Halic Congress Center. 

Minister of Energy and Natural Resources of Turkey Mr. Fatih Donmez and Minister of Energy 
of Russia Alexander Novak delivered reports at the ceremony. 

F. Donmez said that the TurkStream would turn Turkey into a major consumer of Russian gas 
and eliminate transit risks. 

In turn, Russian President Vladimir Putin emphasized that cooperation between Russia and 
Turkey is developing in all areas, despite attempts to spoil bilateral ties. “In the region where 
Turkey is located, attempts to increase tension are made as opposed to the efforts of Turkey and 
Russia,” the Russian leader said. 

Putin recalled that in 2019 Russia supplied Turkey with about 24 billion cubic meters of gas. 

Turkish President R.T. Erdogan praised the cooperation with Russia. 

After all speeches, a video link was established with the “Russkaya” compressor station in 
Anapa and the reception terminal in Kıyıköy, Turkey. The symbolic opening of gas valves took 
place. 

The Turkish Stream project provided for the construction of a gas pipeline through the Black Sea 
to the European part of Turkey and further to the border with Greece. The first line of the 
pipeline is intended for gas supplies to the Turkish market, the second - to the markets of 
southern and southeastern Europe. 

The pumping capacity of each line will be 15.75 billion cubic meters of gas per year.  
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PRESIDENT OF KAZAKHSTAN HELD A MEETING 
ON THE SITUATION IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

 

On January 8, the President of Kazakhstan, Kassym-Jomart Tokayev, held an urgent meeting 
with the Deputy Prime Minister, the head of the presidential administration, minister of Foreign 
Affairs, as well as the heads of state power and military structures. 

The topic of the meeting was the current situation in the Middle East. Heads of departments 
reported to the president about situation in the countries of the Middle East region. 

The President of Kazakhstan stated that he was resolutely against the use of extreme methods, 
and urged the parties to observe maximum restraint. He emphasized that the participation of UN 
security agencies and the use of diplomatic platforms are necessary to resolve the conflict 
situation. 

The President of Kazakhstan ordered to ensure maximum security for organizations and citizens 
of the country who are on duty in the conflict zone, as well as to strengthen the security of 
diplomatic missions, international missions and companies operating in Kazakhstan. 

In addition, K.J. Tokayev noted the appropriateness of an analytical approach to incoming 
information of interest to the state. 
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AZERBAIJAN AND IRAN CONSTRUCT A HIGHWAY 

 

On both sides of the state border between Azerbaijan and Iran, constructing of a highway 
between the cities of the same name Astara has started. The length of this road will be about 1.3 
thousand meters. 

“The main tasks are transit of products and transportation of citizens between Iran and 
Azerbaijan. In this regard, a new border terminal has been built outside the city,” said Iranian 
Deputy Minister of Roads and Urban Planning Hairullah Hademi. 

Note that within the framework of the North-South transport corridor in Iran, another railway is 
considered. Its construction of a length of 163 kilometers will allow the transit of goods from 
Indian port of Delhi to the Finnish port of Helsinki. 
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CONSTRUCTION OF A SUBWAY                                  
WILL BEGIN IN BISHKEK 

 

The city administration of the capital of Kyrgyzstan, Bishkek, has signed an agreement for the 
construction of the metro with the Canadian April Ekoj Company. 

Two branches of the Bishkek metro will connect together all geographical points of the capital of 
Kyrgyzstan.  

The Canadian April Ekoj Company undertook to completely build two metro lines by 2025, 
which would interconnect the four parts of the city: the “Red” line - the eastern and western 
areas of Bishkek, and the “Green” line - the northern and southern areas. 

- The construction of the subway is scheduled to begin this year; the project is divided into three 
stages, the first of which will lay the first 50 kilometers of lines, which cost about a billion 
dollars. At the initial stage, commissioning of 20-25 stations out of fifty is planned,” said Marat 
Beishenbekov, head of the Department for Urban Development Policy and Construction of the 
Bishkek city administration. 

The city authorities hope for successful implementation of the project and predict an increase in 
passenger traffic along the metro lines, which should help them in resolving the issue of 
unloading roads. Bishkek City administration also plans to abandon private shuttle services in 
the future. 
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UZBEKISTAN AGREES WITH JAPAN  
ON URANIUM EXPORT 

 

Uzbekistan published information that in 2023-2030, Uzbekistan would supply Japan with 
uranium worth more than $1 billion. The agreement was reached as part of the state visit of 
President of Uzbekistan Shavkat Mirziyoyev to Japan in December 2019. 

Long-term contracts for the supply of uranium were signed between Navoi Mining and 
Metallurgical Combine (NMMC) and Marubeni Corporation costing $510.1 million and Itochu 
Corporation - $636.4 million.  

Japanese companies are the largest in Asia. Japan has been developing cooperation with 
Uzbekistan for a long time. 

In particular, cooperation in the field of uranium projects has been carried out since 2006. In 
February 2011, Uzbekistan and Japan signed a memorandum on enhancing economic 
cooperation on the development of deposits of uranium and rare earth metals. 

At the end of 2006, NMMC and the Japanese ITOCHU Corporation signed a contract for the 
supply of uranium in 2007-2012 with a minimum supply of 300 tons of uranium annually. 

Note that currently there are seven mines in Uzbekistan, reserves of 17 deposits are involved in 
mining. 
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TURKMENISTAN WAS INCLUDED IN TOP 10 
COUNTRIES WITH THE CHEAPEST PETROL 

 

According to the results of the past 2019, Turkmenistan was included in the TOP 10 countries 
with the cheapest gasoline. One liter of A-95 petrol in the country costs 1.5 manat ($0.43). This 
indicates that Turkmenistan ranks first in the Commonwealth of Independent States and eighth in 
the world. This was reported by GlobalPetrolPrices.com. 

Kazakhstan takes the ninth place, where the price for a liter of gasoline is $0.46. TOP-10 finishes 
with Azerbaijan with an indicator of $ 0.47. 

In the ranking published by GlobalPetrolPrices.com on December 30 last year, Russia leads the 
world powers in terms of low gasoline prices - $ 0.74, then the United States - $ 0.77 and China - 
$ 1.05 per liter. 

The average price of gasoline worldwide is $1.12 per liter, the cheapest gasoline in the world is 
in Venezuela - $0.001 per liter, and the most expensive is in Hong Kong. A liter of gasoline there 
costs $2.32, the portal notes. 


